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EFFECT OF THE JUSTICE TERMS

From DAVID Brown, Representing the Combined press

with General Eisenhower -

at Allied Advanced Post,

General Eisenhower today announced the terms of the military armistice granted
to the Italians,

The historic document includes twelve clauses designed to take Italy out. of the

war and to convert, as fully as possible, her military potential to the use of the

Allies# In the light of developments immediately preceding and-following the land-

ings some terms are manifestly inapplicable now# They were drawn up, General

Eisenhower pointed out, before the German forces in Italy had been strengthened

sufficiently to melee Italy virtually an occupied, country# Clauses providing for

the turning over of prisoners and internees, the transfer of Italian merchant shipping

and aircraft, the surrender of Corsica, and a. guarantee of use of airfields, ports,

etc,, have been rendered inapplicable in those portions of Italy where German armed

forces have taken control. Badoglio's government at the time the terms were signed

would have been able to implement them completely, but in view of the fact that Italy
is now an occupied country no national government can work there effectively.

Nevertheless, while the ability ..of Badoglio's government to perform its agree-

ments weakened in time owing to the strength of the German troops poured into Italy,

its strength at the time of signing was still .sufficient to get the Italian fleet out

and into the hands 'of the Allies. General Eisenhower confessed to feeling a real

thrill when from the bridge of a destroyer yesterday afternoon as guest of Admiral

Cunningham, he watched the glorious sight of the. fleet steaming towards Malta. Even

if the Armistice terms gave the Allies nothing material beyond the possession of the

fleet that in itself made it wholly worth while. No now have a. powerful well-

balanced fleet at Malta* The implications of its possession are very broad. Its

service disposition is a matter for decision by the Allied Goverments. As military

commander General Eisenhower felt that the taming possession of material from a

conquered enemy entitled/victors to make whatever use of it whey deem advisable, which

would place the fleet at the immediate disposal of the Allied Naval Forces.

However, even without this, and pending a decision by the Allied' Combined Chiefs

of Staff, the surrender of the fleet releases an enormous power of the British Fleet

from the Mediterranean to reinforce scapower at Scapa Flow, Indian. Ocean and South-West

Pacific. Since the enemy now have only submarines and E-boats in the Mediterranean,

only the lightest forces will have to be retained in the Mediterranean to combat them#

General Eisenhower disclosed he witnessed the signing of the terms on September 3*

though the Armistice was signed by his representative and he was present merely to

witness the ceremony. Also present to witness signature were Mr. Murphy and Mr.

Macmillan, representing the British and American ministers.

There was plenty of evidence from the discussions with the Italian representatives

of deep resentment against Mussolini for what he had done to the Italian people by

taking them into war. Even those Italians who in the earlier days of his career

respected and supported Mussolini for what he did in building up Italy as a. power

and improving it economically wore new deeply resentful of his getting them into war

on the side of the Germans, whom the Italians always inwardly hated and feared.

One of the most unassailable evidences of this deep-rooted hatred for the Germans

is that Italian submarines and small craft are coming in to surrender* The captains

and crows left on these craft, were, according to the Italian representative, the most

deeply indoctrined of all the Italians with Nazi ideals. Nevertheless Admiral

Cunningham told me yesterday that "mopping up is going on all over the Mediterranean".

There is no indication of any sort of the fate of the King of Italy,- or his

whereabouts# General Eisenhower was not aware whether he had been informed of the

progress of the negotiations# It seems fair to assume,however, that since Badoglio

was in his full confidence, the King was kept felly conversant with all negotiations.
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Of the present campaign in Italy General Eisenhower had this to say; "The

developments of-the last-few weeks have placed the United Nations in a more

favourable position from which they con begin the bitter Battle for Italy#
Conservative statements, in line with the whole atmosphere of Allied Headquarters,
suggest that bitter fighting still lies ahead. There is some concern at this

Headquarters at the possibility of overlooking the fact that the rest of Italy
must he won by force from strong German forces.

The campaign thus far has gone entirely according to plan General Eisenhower

said# Slight changes were needed in the original plan of attack owing to the

Italian armistice. The Allies immediate task is to got enough men ashore to

consolidate the hold on south Italy and to prepare to lick the Germans as we move

northward, benefitting as much as possible from whatever resistance and sabotage
the Italians can produce#

German resistance is still bitter as the Allies move northwards# Italy is

of the utmost importance to them north of a line over Rome, and increasingly so

above this line, as the Allies push toward the rich, industrial Po Valley region.

The military importance of the Rome area is chiefly the airfields which could

provide important Allied bases for attack on the north Montgomery's forces are

moving steadily up, and the Taranto force, landed with little opposition, is pushing
ahead. The entire heel seems relatively unoccupied.

It is learned , there is unrest in Corsica, where the Italians seem to unite

in opposition to the Germans,

The handing over of Italian planes is .blocked by the fact that the Italian

air force and infantry virtually ceased to exist months ago. They were broken up

into small units, scattered among fields and were all controlled by the Germans#

Fuel was strictly rationed to prevent free movement#

General Eisenhower paid tribute to tho smooth co-operation of the land, air

and Naval forces, praised,the, Navy's part for the way it got the Army to the spot

and the Army for the use it made of the opportunity given it by the Navy, He was

delighted at the co-operation between the Services#
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